Requirements to authors:
1. The journal “International Business: Innovations, Psychology, Economics ”
accepts only original, previously unpublished scientific articles, research studines (contains original
model, developed by author or theory and consists of more than 80 00 characters with spaces) and
book reviews.
2. Submittal of a publication to the editors. An electronic version of the publication-ready
article is to be send to the address: http://www.kuryba.lt/en/letter.php

3. Structure of the article. The content of the article should be divided into the following
parts: annotation, a list of key words, introduction, methodical techniques, results, result analysis,
conclusions, references, a summary (in English, if article is in French ). Clearly identified
paragraphs. All headings of chapters, sub-chapters, tables, illustrations, and etc. should be printed in
lower case letters and take numbers. The title of the article has to be followed by the author‟s name,
surname, his/her scientific degree and position, as well as the name, the address and e-address of the
institution the author works for.
The annotation specifies the goal of analysis, presents a brief description of applied methods, as
well as main results with specific figures and their statistical reliability, followed by key
conclusions to the analysis. Its final part should present from three to five key words. The
annotation will forego the main body of the text.
The introduction reflects the idea of the research, its methodology, the aim, goals and hypotheses.
It is also commendable that the referred sources, cited in the first chapter, would have a direct link
to the aim of the research.
The part containing methodical techniques describes the research components, research procedures,
applied methods.
Results division presents a thorough description of data and the results of statistical analysis
featured in tables or charts.
Result analysis part contains the comparison of received research results with those of other authors
publicized previously.
Conclusions should take a logical order and specify the reliability of statistical data.
References or the list of used literature arranged in an alphabetical order of authors surnames,
should be attached to the final part of the article and be listed following the requirement of APA.
A summary should not exceed a half of a published page and contain an annotation and key words
in English if the article is in French or other language. It also contains information about the author:
first name, surname, workplace.

4. Applied symbols. Articles should be edited and proof-checked. It is desirable that the authors
use only standardized abbreviations and symbols. If not, their definitions should be presented in
those places of the article where they are used for the first time. The assessment results are to be
recorded in terms of international SI unit system sizes.
5. The title page should include: 1) a short but informative title of the article; 2) the authors„
first names and surnames; 3) the name of the institution and the department the author works for; 4)
the e-address and address of the institution of the author, telephone number, the submitted date of
the article for publication.

6. A summary should be in English if the article is presented in French or other language. It has
to be informative and not exceed a half of a published page. It reveals the aim of the research, a
brief description of used methods, main results with specific figures and their statistical reliability
and core conclusions. A summary finishes with three to five key words.
7. Tables and illustrations. A concise heading and order number are written above the tables.
All necessary explanations should be included either in the text or be presented in a brief annex
under the table. The abbreviations or symbols used in tables should correspond to the text of the
article, its drawings and drafts.
8. References and citations. All sources, mentioned in the article, should be included in the
list of used literature. In the text source references with the author‟s surname without the initial
letter of the first name and the year of publication are to be given in brackets. In case the author
being mentioned in the text, his/her surname is followed only be the year of publication, which is
also written in brackets.
If the same paragraph repeats the author, then only his/her surname is given, the year of publication
is then excluded.
When the source belongs to two authors, the mention of both of them is mandatory. If there are 3-5
authors, the first reference should present all of them but the subsequent ones indicate only the
surname of the first author with addition of “etc.”
In case of 6 or more authors, the first and the rest of references follow the afore-mentioned pattern.
If the author of the source is an organization or it does not have an author, the reference mentions
only the name of the organization or the title of the source and the year of publication.
References to different publications of the same author, published in the same year should be
separated by using the letters a, b, c and etc.
If a quotation from an author‟s paper is presented, the source page should be indicated.
For more information ref. to www.library.uq.edu.au/training/citation/apa.pdf.
9. A List of used literature, arranged in an alphabetical order, should be attached to the final
part of the article and be listed following the requirement of APA:
www.library.uq.edu.au/training/citation/apa.pdf
First go Lithuanian sources, followed by those in English and other foreign languages.
The examples of lists of used sources are as follows:
a) Periodicals
An article for a journal:
Schafer, J.L. & Kang, J. (2008). Average causal effects from nonrandomized studies: A practical
guide and simulated example. Psychological Methods, 13, 279-313.
An e-article:
Shu-Cheng, Steve , Chi - Friedman, Raymond A. & Yang, Mei-Yu. (2009). Are supervisors fair
mediators? The effects of personality traits and age difference on expected mediation fairness.
Social Behavior and Personality, 37(1), 59-118. Retrieved from
http://www.swetswise.com/titleBank/getAtoZList.do?title=187408
b) Books and book articles.
A book:
Jovaiša, L. (2008). Profesinio konsultavimo psichologija. Vilnius: Agora.
An e-book:
Pettinger, R. (2002). Global organizations. Oxford: Capston Publishing. Available from
NetLibrary
c) Conference and symposium material.
A conference paper when the article is published in the printed conference material:

Bohrer, S., Zielke, T., & Freiburg, V. (1995). Integrated obstacle detection framework for
intelligent cruise control on motorways. Paper presented at IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium.
Detroit, MI: Piscataway
A presented but unpublished conference paper:
Bowden, F.J. & Fairley, C.K. (1996, June). Endemic STDs in the Northern Territory: estimations of
effective rates of partner change. Paper presented at the scientific meeting of the Royal Australian
College of Physicians, Darwin.
For more information ref. to the following address:
www.library.uq.edu.au/training/citation/apa.pdf

10. Originality of the article. The editors expect the authors to undertake the obligations with
reference to the originality of their articles and the accuracy of the cited sources.
Your participation in the journal “International Business: Innovations, Psychology and Economics”
is kindly welcome, thus we encourage You to carry research, present the reviews of the latest
business research publications, as well as publish Your personal scientific studies.

